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i tried to make the transition between each of the four worlds as smooth as possible, but it was not
perfect. i have a separate world that is trying to establish itself, and i have a command that lets you
start mining or harvesting ore in that world. i have updated the creeper world to reflect the current

state of the beta. this release is a complete rewrite of the game, so i am not sure if the current world
is going to be permanently added to the game. if you are not on the beta, you will not be able to play
this version of the game. also, if you accidentally load the game into an incompatible world, you will
lose any progress you have made. if you have the beta, you should be able to load the game in the

correct world without losing any progress. ok, creeper world 2 is essentially a collection of
technology driven mini-games. each of these games is written by a different programmer. the game

is put together as a collection of individual games. it is not a single game. i am sure you will have
lots of fun playing. in the beta world you will be able to play as creeper, playing as a super-charged
creeper, flying, and a gravity-defying creeper. you will also be able to play as a snowman and ride a
reindeer. the beta is basically a complete rewrite of the game. creeper world 2 is a new games. it's a

blend of the first world with superior weapons, gravity manipulating repulsors, wormhole like rifts,
and your personal wit in opposition to this by no means yielding enemy. the newly discharged

creeper world is locked in a battle to save humanity from the mechanical enemy that flows and
oozes by way of the terrain. employ superior weapons, gravity manipulating repulsors, wormhole like

rifts, and your personal wit in opposition to this by no means yielding enemy.
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